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By PH.D. James Brock

Beau to Beau Books, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 210 x 138 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Connor Harris lost his best friends
and his way in life, and joining the military offers a chance at structure and a way to regain balance
in a world thrown off its axis. Meeting model handsome fellow soldier Myles Jace spins Connor in a
way he has never felt. While soldiers live in close quarters day and night as part of their job, a
natural result is the occasional conflict which can usually be quickly resolved. The trouble with
Connor Harris and model sexy Myles Jace is never resolved even after a quick thinking drill
instructor tries to use their differences as a learning tool, an experiment that ends badly and
widens the rift between the men. Day and Night. Up and Down. In and Out. Opposites cannot exist
without each other, but is the same true of Love and Hate? Connor and Jace are pushed to help
each other in the most challenging of ways throughout this romance set against a backdrop of
modern war. Desert Stormed is the story of two soldiers on...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to read. It is really simplistic but shocks in the 50 percent of
the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ally Reichel-- Ally Reichel

This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS
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